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Name: Olivia Butze 
Hometown: Mill Valley, CA 

Occupation: College student 

Singers Marin Chorus: Began in 

Caroling Kids, then Celestial Voices 

the first year it began, and finally 

les etoiles  

“Why I Sing”: I sing because it is 

challenging for me. I have always 

loved being challenged, and 

singing pushes me to new 

extremes. Harmonization and 

finding the perfect balance of 

voices to achieve a beautiful 

sound is so satisfying. It is like a math problem- you need the perfect balance of 

parts, tone, volume, enunciation... everything has to come together to achieve 

a vision, and no two visions are alike. The feeling I get when that vision is 

achieved is unlike no other! I get so excited and cannot stop smiling. 

What are you doing now: I am about to begin my senior year of college at 

Scripps College in Claremont, CA. I am an English major with a creative writing 

emphasis and a leadership studies minor. With my degree, I hope to pursue a 

career in book publishing and/or digital media. At school, I am in an a cappella 

group that performs regularly throughout the year and practices three to four 

times a week. This summer I have been interning with a PR company, a digital 

media startup, and a publishing company. I have also been arranging music for 

my a cappella group, working on my own food website, reading, exploring the 

outdoors, and cooking a ton!  

What has your experience with Singers Marin meant to you: Singers Marin was, 

and will always be, a huge part of my life. For 14 years of my life I was a part of 

the program. I attribute my ability to speak confidently in front of large groups 

and my class participation skills to Singers Marin— nothing prepares you for 

being confident in front of others like taking the stage to sing a solo! Traveling 

with the group for competitions and festivals made me aware of how music not 



only brings people together, but also how it is a way to understand different 

cultures from around the world. For example, I cannot think of a reason why I 

would have travelled to South Africa if it hadn’t been for Les Etoiles. But, 

thankfully I was a part of the group, and was able to travel to the country that I 

hope to live in for some time in the future! Singers Marin gave me so much, and I 

will always be thankful.  

What would you say to someone who is thinking about learning to sing: Keep 

your goal in sight. There are times when it is going to be really hard-especially as 

you grow older and have so many various commitments. Singers Marin truly 

teaches you how to be an accomplished singer (not to mention an 

accomplished public speaker). For me, I always kept the older girls in my mind. 

When I was a little Caroling Kid, I looked up to the Les Etoiles, wanting to be 

them. As I got older and high school approached, it became really hard for 

meat times to motivate myself to go to choir. But then I thought about those girls 

and how amazing they were and how I wanted to sing just like them one day. 

That motivation kept me going, and eventually I became one of the older girls 

that the little ones looked up to myself!  

Where would you recommend that a person in Marin go to start singing: Singers 

Marin! 


